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Abstract—Since the beginning of the century, an increasing
amount of air traffic has pushed current aeronautical communi-
cation systems to their limits. Therefore, a modernization process
is ongoing, envisioning to digitalize previously analog systems and
prepare them for future requirements. Among these efforts is the
L-Band Digital Aeronautical Communications System (LDACS),
which is a cellular broadband digital data link system, foreseen
for regularity-of-flight and safety-communications. Any newly
developed system must provide strong cybersecurity, especially
when deployed within critical infrastructures. Similar to other
communication systems, LDACS will utilize digital certificates
within its Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Such certificates
must be available to the respective communication partner, and
therefore might have to be transmitted via the radio link upon
first contact. With bandwidth generally being a restricting factor
in wireless communication, especially in the spectrum-scarce L-
band different certificate lifetimes have varying impacts on the
amount of security data. In previous research work, reduction
of the LDACS security overhead has already been considered in
e.g., the secure cell-attachment procedure between ground and
aircraft stations or within a proposal for the utilization of group
key distribution procedures in LDACS. However, the effect of
different certificate lifetimes on the amount of security data and
therefore the available user data rate has not been investigated so
far. The objective of this paper is to compare different approaches
for certificate validity periods in respect to the additional network
overheads being created. Computer simulations using historical
flight data from the OpenSky Network and a dedicated LDACS
simulator help identifying the most effective solution.

Index Terms—LDACS, Cybersecurity, Certificates, PKI, OCSP,
CRL, Communications Performance, OpenSky Network

I. INTRODUCTION

In 2015, a Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR)
joint undertaking study revealed the capacity of VHF Data
Link mode 2 (VDLm2) to reach its limit on single frequency
by 2015, and with the extension by four frequencies, by 2025
[26]. It also recommends to prioritize the development of next
generation datalinks. With the COVID-19 pandemic reducing
European air traffic by 55% from its 2019 level, recovery from
the pandemic progresses and is estimated to be completed
by 2024 [10]. As such the limitations imposed by VDLm2
become a hindrance to civil aviation growth once more.

The currently by SESAR envisioned successor to VDLm2
for the European air traffic, is the L-band Digital Aeronautical
Communication System (LDACS) [27]. LDACS is a cellular,
ground-based digital communications system for flight guid-

ance and communications related to the safety and regularity
of flight [33]. Internationally, LDACS is reflected in the Global
Air Navigation Plan (GANP) of the International Civil Avia-
tion Organization (ICAO) [17], currently under standardization
in ICAO [18] and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
[24] and has successfully been flight trialled [3], [29].

As LDACS is envisioned to support ATS and AOC traf-
fic transported via ACARS, ATN/OSI [16] or the ATN/IPS
[15], link layer security imposed by ICAO Doc 9896 [15]
or ARINC P858 [1] applies. The current LDACS security
architecture foresees the usage of a dedicated LDACS Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI), mutual authentication of ground and
aircraft, key establishment, protection of user and control
channels, as well as multiple security levels to cope with future
requirements on security [12], [23], [25].

One open question is setting the validity period duration of
LDACS certificates. While Air Traffic Network (ATN)/Internet
Protocol Suite (IPS) certificates assume a three year period for
aircraft and a one day period for ground, these times might not
be optimized for the LDACS use case [30]. In [25] a Ground
Station (GS) certificate lifetime of one year was proposed.

The objective of this paper is to compare the one day and
one year LDACS GS certificate validity periods in terms of
certificate management effort and security data overhead.

In Section II, we introduce LDACS, its trust architecture
and the overall concept for certificate revocations. Section
III covers our method and we provide details about the
LDACS cell-attachment handshake and the database of flight
movements we used throughout this work. Section IV lays out
our findings, which we put into perspective in Section V by
discussing pros and cons before concluding in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

In this Section, we introduce LDACS, its security and trust
infrastructure and necessary details about certificate revoca-
tions such as Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) and
Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs).

A. Introduction to LDACS

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) together with
EUROCONTROL identified relevant features and require-
ments to support growth of civil aviation as early as 2007
in a joint study called action plan 17 [11]. This sparked the
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development of new digital data-links as no communications
system at the time was deemed sufficient to support long
term growth. These findings were confirmed in the previously
mentioned 2015 SESAR VDLm2 study [26]. New data-links
in the Future Communications Infrastructure (FCI) are Aero-
nautical Mobile Airport Communication System (AeroMACS)
for Airport (APT), LDACS for long-range terrestrial Terminal
Maneuvering Area (TMA) and En-Route (ENR) and SatCOM
for Oceanic, Polar and Remote (OPR) communications [33].
While AeroMACS is already deployed at more than 47 airports
around the world and SatCOM is widely implemented by
Iridium and Inmarsat satellite clusters, long-range terrestrial
communications is still served by the 32-year old VDLm2
system [21]. To move forward, LDACS is envisioned as its
successor. LDACS is a cellular, ground-based digital com-
munications system for flight guidance and communications
related to the safety and regularity of flight [33]. Internation-
ally, LDACS is reflected in the GANP of the ICAO, and is
currently under standardization in ICAO and the IETF [18],
[24]. Standards and Recommended Practises (SARPS) have
already been defined in 2018 [18], a deployment strategy
has been finalized [5] and technical capabilities up to a
technical readiness level of five were demonstrated in flight
trials in 2013 and 2019 [3], [29], [33]. The most prominent
features of LDACS are the increase in data throughput by
one to two magnitudes compared to the current system in
use, inherent message prioritization ensuring timely delivery
of safety critical messages, enabling new technologies such as
4D-trajectories and offering sound cybersecurity feature [3],
[23], [25]. As part of those features will be the major focus
of this work, we are going to introduce them next.

B. LDACS Trust Architecture

LDACS cybersecurity architecture is based on a dedicated
trust infrastructure, established via digital certificates incorpo-
rated into a PKI, building a chain of trust [25]. Certificates
are distributed in a secure manner to aircraft and ground,
while trust is originating from the same trusted Certificate
Authority (CA). Please note, LDACS supports four different
Security Level (SL), two pre-quantum and two post-quantum
based SL all containing different security algorithms. As
such signatures within LDACS certificates vary depending on
the SL. Once an aircraft comes into the vicinity of a GS,
the CellEntry procedure is performed, in which the Aircraft
Station (AS) gains basic access to that specific LDACS cell
and in which LDACS cipher-suites are negotiated. Before any
user-data communications can take place, the next phase, the
Mutual Authentication and Key Exchange (MAKE) procedure
is performed in which AS and GS mutually authenticate to
each other and establish keys for user-data and control-data
protection. CellEntry and MAKE procedure together are called
”cell-attachment” procedure and will be referred to during
this work [25]. Lastly, using these keys and suitable efficient
algorithms, user-data can be encrypted, integrity and authen-
ticity protected, while control-data is integrity and authenticity
protected. Upon handover from one cell to another one, the old
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Fig. 1: Overview of PKI principles

GS communicates relevant security information via a secure
channel outside the wireless scope of LDACS to the new GS
so that the aircraft does need to undergo the entire procedure
again and the handover can happen seamlessly. [25]

Since the focus of this work is on the LDACS certificate life-
time, we discuss the PKI in more depth next. Figure 1 shows
principle entities of a PKI and their overall interrelations.

Before any certificate is issued, a root CA is installed with
a self-signed certificate. From there all trust is derived further
down the chain of trust to sub-CAs and finally the end-entities.
When an end-entity requests a certificate, it identifies itself
to a Registration Authority, which verifies user identities and
forwards the certificate request to the CA, in case the identity
check passes. This service can also be hosted inside the CA.
Then, the CA issues a digital certificate to the end-entity, thus
to AS or GS in the LDACS use case. Now the end-entities have
public/private keys and a certificate which proves ownership
of them via the CA’s signature. Simultaneously information
about the issuance of that certificate is stored at a Validation
Authority (VA). The VA is responsible for holding states of
certificate validity periods, hence when a certificate is revoked,
the revocation status is stored here. This can be implemented
for real time revocation state checkups via the OCSP [32].
When an AS demands access to an LDACS cell and the
MAKE procedure is triggered, signatures of AS and GS are
exchanged. The signatures are based on a predefined set of
information and uses the private key of that entity. Hence,
everyone in possession of the public key of that entity can
verify the signature and together with the certificate of that
entity, has proof that this public key actually belongs to the
entity that claimed it. This is the case, as both, AS and GS
trust the signature of the CA in the end-entity certificates and
can verify it via the public key of the CA, which in term is
proven to belong to the CA via its certificate. Now, the only
problem that remains is finding out, whether a used certificate
has already been revoked within its validity period or not. This
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problem is discussed in the next section.

C. Certificate Revocations

Generally, a certificate can be used during its entire validity
period as stated upon its creation. While different formats
have been proposed in the past, the most commonly used
structure is the X.509v3 format nowadays [4], [7]. The valid
time period of a certificate can vary and is defined as the time
between its notBefore and notAfter values. While restrictions
might be enforced by individual systems, such as a maximum
certificate lifetime of 398 days with major browser companies,
the validity period can be of arbitrary length. [2], [6], [35].

Due to various reasons, such as the compromise of the
private key or the compromise of a CA higher up in the
trust chain, a certificate might become invalid before reaching
its expiration date [7]. Therefore, possibilities to revoke a
certificate are needed, which is often realized by the CA via
a CRL or the OCSP [22]. While both options serve the same
purpose, they differ in their content, distribution methods and
scopes. A CRL is a periodically published list, often referred
to as denylist, containing all revoked certificates by one CA.
Issued with a time stamp, it is cryptographically signed by
the respective CA and made available for public access. The
validity of a certificate is verified by ensuring it is not included
within the current CRL. The certificate validation is therefore
also possible in retrospect, if the respective CRL of the time
in question is known. While CRLs for a certain CA can be
cached and made be available for later, even offline usage, they
might not be suitable for bandwidth restricted environments.
Even if only one certificate should be verified, the entire CRL
has to be downloaded which, depending on the number of
revoked certificates, can become quite large. [4]

If resource limitations are significant or periodic, frequent
and recent information of a certificate’s status are needed,
OCSP [32] can be utilized. In contrast to CRLs, information
about the validity of certificates is requested at a OCSP re-
sponder, and only results regarding the queried certificates are
included in the response. The function of the OCSP responder
can be fulfilled by the CA itself, a trusted responder or CA
designated responder. As individual requests are answered, an
online connection to the responder has to exist. [4], [32] Within
the OCSP response, the certificate status can be identified via
the status values good1, revoked, or unknown [32]. Further,
additional information such as the source of certificate revo-
cation (i.e., the respective CRL) can be included.

The Aeronautical Radio Incorporated (ARINC) technical
specification P858 [1] foresees the possible use of OCSP
and CRLs. Due to the previously mentioned disadvantages of
CRLs in resource restricted environments, only OCSP will be
discussed throughout this work.

1Please note, that the status good only indicates, that no certificate with
the listed serial number has been revoked within its validity period. It is not
required to check, whether the respective certificate has ever been issued. [32]

III. METHOD

In order to evaluate the impact of different GS certificate
lifetimes on the user data rate of LDACS, both the number of
AS entering a cell over time, as well as the respective amount
of bytes for CellEntry, MAKE (i.e., cell-attachment) and
optional certificate transmission, have to be known. While the
latter can be identified by analyzing the individual messages
during cell entry, traffic movements are more difficult to
predict. Therefore, utilizing data, collected from the OpenSky
Network [34], will help gathering the required information.

A. Handshake Data Analysis

Upon entering an LDACS cell, each AS will be mutually
authenticated to the respective GS by the means of a MAKE
procedure as described in section II. The utilized certificates
have to be known to the respective communication parties,
and therefore must be known beforehand or are required to be
transferred via the radio link for public key verification.

With all GSs having a secured ground-based communication
channel with the VA, providing a much higher bandwidth
than the LDACS wireless connection, AS certificates and their
respective OCSP can be retrieved periodically by a GS via this
channel. Thus, no transfer via the radio link is needed.

Distributing GS certificates to the AS can be done in two
ways: (1) transmitting recent GS certificates via the LDACS
data-link or (2) install GS certificates offline, i.e., during main-
tenance, outside the scope of the LDACS data-link. Deciding
on the choice of GS certificate distribution highly depends
on the lifetime of GS certificates: a shorter lifetime demands
regular, swift online updates (possibly via LDACS), a longer
lifetime allows for handling these updates offline in a cost-
effective manner.

With validity periods of one year, distribution to the AS
could occur within the scope of a navigational database update
of the aircraft’s systems. Happening mostly offline, but outside
the LDACS system, bandwidth will not be affected. However,
to prevent the usage of revoked certificates, validity verifica-
tion via OCSP is necessary. Short validation periods, within
the scope of days, make a maintenance update impractical,
and therefore require a transmission upon cell entry via the
radio link from the GS to the AS.

The chosen method is therefore reflected in the content of
the exchanged messages during the MAKE procedure.

With daily updated certificates, one AS could still pass
through the same LDACS cell multiple times during an 24
hour GS period. As the certificate could thus already be
stored within the system’s cache, the AS has to indicate in
its cell entry request message, whether the GS certificate has
to be transmitted during the ongoing MAKE procedure. This
occurs in the last CellEntry message (i.e., CellEntryResponse)
, transferred from GS to AS. Here, either the respective GS
certificate is being transmitted, or current OCSP responses are
included to confirm that no revocation has occurred, if yearly
lifetimes are used.

With this being the major difference, effects on bandwidth
can therefore be identified as the difference of certificate and
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TABLE I: LDACS Security Level (SL) with according signa-
ture algorithms, public key and signature sizes [25]

SL Algorithm Public Key Size Signature Size

1 pre-q ECDSA256 257 bit 512 bit
2 pre-q ECDSA384 385 bit 768 bit
1 post-q Falcon512 7,176 bit 5,328 bit
2 psot-q Falcon1024 14,344 bit 10,240 bit

OCSP response sizes, multiplied by the amount of cell entries
per hour. Therefore, the structure of X.509v3 certificates as
well as OCSP responses has to be analyzed in order to
determine reasonable sizes.

B. Certificate Structure Analysis

Both structures, X.509v3 certificates and OCSP responses,
are encoded using Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER) of the
Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1), which is representing
values in a tag-length-value (TLV) format [7], [20], [32].

1 ( 2 ) C e r t i f i c a t e {
2 ( 2 ) t b s C e r t i f i c a t e {
3 ( 5 ) v e r s i o n ,
4 ( 2 2 ) s e r i a lN um be r ,
5 ( 1 2 ) s i g n a t u r e ,
6 ( 8 4 ) i s s u e r ,
7 ( 3 2 ) v a l i d i t y ,
8 ( 8 4 ) s u b j e c t ,
9 ( px ) s u b j e c t P u b l i c K e y I n f o

10 } ,
11 ( 1 2 ) s i g n a t u r e A l g o r i t h m ,
12 ( sx ) s i g n a t u r e V a l u e
13 }

Listing 1: X.509 certificates basic fields and field
sizes in bytes in parenthesis [7]

1 ( 2 ) OCSPResponse {
2 ( 4 ) r e s p o n s e S t a t u s ,
3 ( 2 ) r e s p o n s e B y t e s {
4 ( 3 ) responseType ,
5 ( 2 ) r e s p o n s e {
6 ( 2 ) t b s R e s p o n s e D a t a {
7 ( 2 2 ) r e sponde r ID ,
8 ( 1 5 ) producedAt ,
9 ( 2 ) r e s p o n s e s {

10 ( 2 ) {
11 ( 2 4 ) c e r t I D ,
12 ( 4 ) c e r t S t a t u s ,
13 ( 1 5 ) t h i s U p d a t e
14 }
15 } ,
16 } ,
17 ( 1 2 ) s i g n a t u r e A l g o r i t h m ,
18 ( sx ) s i g n a t u r e
19 }
20 }
21 }

Listing 2: OCSP response basic fields and field
sizes in bytes in parenthesis [32]

Therefore, individual fields can be of arbitrary length and
adjusted to the current use case.

Including optional fields and possible extensions, certificate
or OCSP response sizes can vary accordingly. Thus, we have
determined necessary fields, to our best judgement, together
with the respective amount of bytes needed for their represen-
tation in ASN.1 DER.

TABLE II: Certificate related data amount per AS cell-
attachment, dependent on LDACS SL and GS certificate
validity period. ”Yearly” signifies the transmission of an OSCP
response via LDACS, ”daily” the transmission of the actual GS
certificate via LDACS

SL Yearly Certificates Daily Certificates
(OCSP Response) (Certificate Transmission)

1 pre-q 175 Byte 352 Byte
2 pre-q 207 Byte 400 Byte
1 post-q 777 Byte 1,818 Byte
2 post-q 1,391 Byte 3,328 Byte

Listing 1 provides an overview of the structure of a basic
X.509 certificate as described in [7]. The numbers in paren-
thesis indicate the estimated amount of bytes needed for each
line / part, either due to ASN.1 requirements or content.

While every of the above fields can be of arbitrary length,
the subjectPublicKeyInfo and signatureValue, marked as px
and sx above, depend on the security level chosen in LDACS.
Therefore, the size of one certificate is composed of a base
255 bytes in size plus the respective public key and signature
lengths as seen in Table I.

Listing 2 depicts the structure of an OCSP response. As
it can be assumed, that a GS would only relay a response
indicating a good certificate status, only that case is being
shown there.

Similar to X.509 certificates, the final size of a OCSP
response is depending on the selected LDACS security level
as well. A base structure with 111 bytes can be identified, that
is increased by the ASN.1 encoded signature values depicted
in Table I.

Finally, to sum up this section, Table II2 depicts the certifi-
cate validity period-depending amount of data to be transferred
during cell entry also listed depending on security levels. In
order to only list differences related to the selected lifetime
(i.e., one day vs. one year GS certificate validity period), bytes
generated by the handshake are disregarded as they are similar
for both approaches.

C. OpenSky Network

Having determined the different data amount required for
both, daily renewed certificates as well as OCSP responses
(i.e., the yearly renewed GS certificate scenario), effects on
available data rates can only be calculated if the number of
cell-attachment procedures per time interval are known.

Organizations like EUROCONTROL release information
such as the recorded Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) flights
per year in an aggregated form [10] or provide different
traffic forecast scenarios for the upcoming years [8], [9].
However, for our purposes, more detailed temporal and ge-
ographically information are needed, which can be retrieved

2Please note, the sizes in this table disregard the ASN.1 extra encoding
bytes for the signature and public key, as they are not determined yet for
FALCON. Also, as signatures are included in both OCSP response and
certificate transmission, the bytes due to the public key encoding signifies
the only size difference between both methods.
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from Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B)
data collection networks. The OpenSky Network, a non-
profit receiver network, provides its collection of surveillance
data for academic and institutional researchers [34]. Since
its start in 2013, over 25 trillion position reports have been
collected worldwide [34]. As timestamp updates with up to
second-precision are provided, the data suits our requirements
perfectly.

Data within the OpenSky Network are available in different
formats such as aggregated per flight, flight state or unpro-
cessed raw data. Due to flexibility in the database queries,
pre-processed position reports have been utilized. As LDACS
will be initially deployed within Europe [13], the analyzed data
has been restricted within the latitudes 34 degrees North and
70 degrees North as well as the longitudes 11 degrees West and
30 degrees East. Furthermore, as the difference between OCSP
and daily renewed certificates becomes more significant with
increasing number of flights, the worst case scenario would be
resembled by the busiest periods up to now. With 2019 being
the busiest year of air traffic [19], the 25th of June 2019 has
been chosen as one of the busiest days in civil aviation history,
according to EUROCONTROL [10]. The available position
reports in the OpenSky Network database were not assigned
to a particular flight, hence, certain rules were applied to the
collected data by a pre-processor in order to retrieve individual
flight paths:

• A flight starts, when the first record for an aircraft’s ICAO
24 bit address is detected and no previous active flight is
known

• A flight ends, when the aircraft reports on ground. Alter-
natively, if no position report within 15 minutes has been
received, the flight is ended as the on ground message
might not have been received due to e.g., shadowing of
the signal near ground.

• As the operation area of LDACS is the ENR, only flights
reaching an altitude over 10,000 ft are considered.

Having applied the pre-processor, 28,944 complete flight
traces were available for this day. The difference to the official
EUROCONTROL data, listing 35,270 flights, can be explained
geographically, as our evaluation area differs. Areas such as
Turkey (3,341 flights), Ukraine (582 flights), Marocco (555
flights), Israel (533 flights), or Cyprus (243 flights) are not
(fully) included in our traces, while being part of the official
EUROCONTROL data. The remaining difference of 1,072
flights results from incomplete traces or filtering conditions
of our preprocessor.

Current LDACS cell planning foresees 84 GS with a radius
of 120 Nautical Miles (NM) or 40 NM to cover continental
Europe [13], [28]. As cell radius and location might vary for
each GS, the allocations of the different cell sizes have been
estimated with the OpenSky Network traces. The observed
area has hereby been partitioned into squares of similar area,
resulting from taking the area of a circle with 40 NM and 120

NM radius as a basis3.
Finally, the resulting 656 squares in the 40 NM cell-size

case and the 84 squares in the 120 NM cell-size case present
the geographical base for our computations.

Our computation methodology is as follows: The traces
retrieved from Opensky Network have been used as an input
for the Framework for Aeronautical Communications and
Traffic Simulations 2 (FACTS2) [14] simulation in order to
analyze the traffic for each individual cell. Focus has been
both the daily and hourly number of cell entry events, as well
as the maximum amount of aircraft simultaneously within a
charted cell.

IV. RESULTS

Here, we present our results, which were obtained by using
the OpenSky data as input for FACTS2 and calculated based
on the previously discussed LDACS cell-sized geographical
squares.

A. Data Overhead of Daily and Yearly Certificates

The results of the evaluation are shown in Figures 2a and
2b for the 40 NM case and in Figure 3a and 3b for the 120
NM case respectively. While the number of cell entries differs
with cell sizes and time periods, all evaluations have shown the
area around Paris, London and Frankfurt to have the densest air
traffic in the considered area on the selected day. On an hourly
basis, the smaller sized cell of 40NM showed a maximum of
333 cell entries while the larger counterpart peaked at 487.
Aggregating the daily number of events portray the same cells
as the busiest ones as well, with 4945 within 40 NM and 7850
within 120 NM.

With the amount of bytes needed to be transferred per cell-
attachment, as discussed in Section III, calculating the trans-
mitted bytes in the maximum-AS-per-hour and maximum-AS-
per-day case and also the average bandwidth per second for
each security level and certificate lifetime, is possible now. The
results are presented in Table III and IV respectively. Within
that table, we refer with ”daily” to the case, that GS certificates
are renewed daily and, hence, sent online via the LDACS data-
link and to ”yearly” meaning the case that GS certificates are
renewed yearly outside the scope of the LDACS data-link, and
only OCSP responses are sent via LDACS.

It comes to no surprise, that certificate-dependent transmis-
sion values are larger for the maximum-AS-per-hour case, as
here the absolute per amount of AS enters (and leaves) an
LDACS cell that day, compared to the maximum-AS-per-day,
which already contains the averaging affect of containing the
busy and non-busy hours of the day. As expected, the daily
renewal of GS certificates poses a 93% to 140% increase of
transmitted certificate data, compared to the yearly renewal of
GS case.

The bandwidth results from Table III range from 81 bit/s
(yearly, SL 1 pre-q) to 2,463 bit/s (daily, SL 2 post-q) for the

3While radio wave propagation will occur in a circle or ellipse shaped
pattern, squares have been used to simply simulation computations
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(a) 333 maximum cell-attachments per hour at 12:00 - 13:00 UTC
on 2019-06-25 at 50.8, -1.5 for a 40 NM LDACS cell.
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(b) 4945 maximum cell-attachments per day on 2019-06-25
at 50.8, -1.5 for a 40 NM LDACS cell.

Fig. 2: Results for the 40 NM case. Please note, the graphic is colored on a logarithmic scale.

TABLE III: Summary of total certificate-dependent byte transfers and bandwidth requirement for LDACS, calculated based on
maximum events per hour and maximum events per day, dependent on yearly/daily renewed GS certificates in a 40 NM cell.

SL 333 Events per Hour 4945 Events per Day

Yearly Daily Yearly Daily
# Bytes Bandwidth # Bytes Bandwidth # Bytes Bandwidth # Bytes Bandwidth

1 pre-q 58,275 B 130 bit/s 117,216 B 261 bit/s 865,375 B 81 bit/s 1,740,640 B 161 bit/s
2 pre-q 68,931 B 154 bit/s 133,200 B 296 bit/s 1,023,615 B 95 bit/s 1,978,000 B 184 bit/s
1 post-q 258,741 B 575 bit/s 605,394 B 1,346 bit/s 3,842,265 B 356 bit/s 8,990,010 B 833 bit/s
2 post-q 463,203 B 1,030 bit/s 1,108,224 B 2,463 bit/s 6,878,495 B 637 bit/s 16,456,960 B 1,524 bit/s
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(a) 487 maximum cell-attachments per hour at 10:00 - 11:00 UTC
on 2019-06-25 at 48.0, -0.4 for a 120 NM LDACS cell.

100
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104

(b) 7850 maximum cell-attachments per day on 2019-06-25
at 48.0, -0.4 for a 120 NM LDACS cell.

Fig. 3: Results for the 120 NM case. Please note, the graphic is colored on a logarithmic scale.

TABLE IV: Summary of total certificate-dependent byte transfers and bandwidth requirement for LDACS, calculated based on
maximum events per hour and maximum events per day, dependent on yearly/daily renewed GS certificates in a 120 NM cell.

SL 487 Events per Hour 7850 Events per Day

Yearly Daily Yearly Daily
# Bytes Bandwidth # Bytes Bandwidth # Bytes Bandwidth # Bytes Bandwidth

1 pre-q 85,225 B 190 bit/s 171,424 B 381 bit/s 1,373,750 B 128 bit/s 2,763,200 B 256 bit/s
2 pre-q 100,809 B 225 bit/s 194,800 B 433 bit/s 1,624,950 B 151 bit/s 3,140,000 B 291 bit/s
1 post-q 378,399 B 841 bit/s 885,366 B 1,968 bit/s 6,099,450 B 565 bit/s 14,271,300 B 1,322 bit/s
2 post-q 677,417 B 1,506 bit/s 1,620,736 B 3,602 bit/s 10,919,350 B 1,012 bit/s 26,124,800 B 2,419 bit/s
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Fig. 4: Maximum amount of aircraft within an LDACS cell at
a certain point in time on 2019-06-25. Here, a maximum of
203 distinct aircraft are within the cell at 48.0, 4.9 at precisely
15:31:59 UTC.

40 NM case and in Table IV from 128 bit/s (yearly, SL 1 pre-
q) to 3,602 bit/s (daily, SL 2 post-q) for the 120 NM case. An
interpretation of these results is given in the next Section V.

B. Future Readiness of LDACS

Within the analysis of aircraft movements through our sim-
ulated LDACS system, the amount of simultaneously present
AS in each cell is of particular interest as well. Similar to
previous scenarios, the results are analyzed for the biggest
LDACS cell (120 NM) and are mapped over the considered
are within Europe in Figure 4. The area of Frankfurt, Germany
to London, UK shows the densest airspace, which is also in
accordance with similar researches like [31]. Within our time
interval, the busiest traffic time was found to be at 15:31:59
UTC with a maximum of 203 AS being within the same
LDACS cell at the same time. With current LDACS design
foreseeing an operating limit of 512 AS per cell, 203 AS
represent a roughly 40% workload. The selected day has been
one of the busiest days within 2019, which again has been
the busiest year in air traffic. The comparably low workload
confirms the future readiness of LDACS, as even a doubling
of traffic numbers of 2019 would not push the system above
its limits.

V. DISCUSSION

Within LDACS, communication between an AS to an GS
(Reverse Link (RL)) can be differentiated from the corre-
sponding ground-to-air direction (Forward Link (FL)). As both
OCSP responses as well as certificates have to be transferred
from an GS to the AS, different lifetimes will influence the
available bandwidth mainly in the FL. Within LDACS, no
fixed bandwidth is set but determined by a dynamic Coding
and Modulation Scheme (CMS). Depending on the channel
quality, between 230.53 to 1428.27 kbps can be provided in

the FL. With the results from table III it can be seen, that
sending OCSP responses would require from 0.006% in the
best to 0.44% in the worst case of the FL bandwidth. Daily
certificate updates are higher, with 0.011% to 1.1%. Using the
same calculations for 120 NM cells (Table IV), OCSP results
to 0.009% - 0.65% and daily renewed certificates to 0.018%
- 1.56% respectively.

Comparing the different approaches with another, it can be
seen that daily transmitted certificates require approximately
twice the data than yearly updated ones. However, relative to
the total available bandwidth, both scenarios represent a rela-
tively small overhead and never exceed a required bandwidth
rate of 2%.

Hence, the decision on one or the other GS validity period
should be done taking additional factors into account. Since
OCSP is required for the 3-year valid AS certificates anyway,
the integration of GS certificates within that OCSP framework
seems doable with little effort. Also, issuing GS certificates
on daily basis and distributing them to the respective stations
in a secure manner might be more complicated than regular
(i.e., 48h) updates on their OCSP status and, if necessary,
updating them accordingly throughout their yearly validity
period. As such, we recommend a one year validity period
for GS certificates and adding GS certificates to the LDACS
OCSP framework to ease certificate issuing complexity and
necessary, certifiacte-dependent load on the LDACS data-link.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work has analyzed the effect of two different GS
certificate lifetimes on the available LDACS user data rate.
We have provided a comprehensive overview of the LDACS
system, its trust architecture as well as certificate revocation
techniques. As current proposals suggest a certificate lifetime
of one day while requiring transmission of GS certificates
via LDACS, the differences to a year long validity period
were analyzed in two steps. First, the handshake executed
during the cell-attachment procedure was inspected, to identify
the difference between both approaches to be the transfer of
either an OCSP response or the actual GS certificate. The
respective byte sizes for X.509 certificate or OCSP response
were estimated using their respective Request for Commentss
(RFCs). Second, data from the OpenSky Network was utilized
to analyse flight traces for a very busy day in June 2019, June
25th, 2019.

Matching the flight traces to LDACS cell-sized rectangles
of similar size, distributed over Europe, resulted in the average
cell-attachment events per time and regions. Combining results
of both steps revealed daily renewed certificates to require
approximately twice the LDACS bandwidth than yearly up-
dated certificates. However, assuming worst case scenarios and
highest security levels, the difference between both validity
periods was less than 1% of the available user bandwidth
of LDACS. In order to maximize the usage of resources
provided by LDACS, adjusting the system to support GS
OCSP responses should be considered. The analysis of flight
movements however also revealed, that on the selected day in
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2019, the busiest year in air traffic to this day, would have used
only approximately 40 % of LDACS maximum cell allocation
in its peak times. The future readiness of LDACS has therefore
clearly been shown.

Future work now focuses on reworking previous LDACS
cell-attachment protocols to incorporate GS certificate-based
OCSP responses, as well as increasing the complexity of our
simulation to reflect the actual, region-dependent cell-planning
of LDACS.

ACRONYMS

ACARS Aircraft Communications Addressing and
Reporting System

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast
AeroMACS Aeronautical Mobile Airport Communication

System
AOC Aeronautical Operational Control
APT Airport
ARINC Aeronautical Radio Incorporated
AS Aircraft Station
ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One
ATN Air Traffic Network
ATS Air Traffic Services
CA Certificate Authority
CMS Coding and Modulation Scheme
CRL Certificate Revocation List
DER Distinguished Encoding Rules
ENR En-Route
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FCI Future Communications Infrastructure
FL Forward Link
GANP Global Air Navigation Plan
GS Ground Station
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IFR Instrument Flight Rules
IPS Internet Protocol Suite
LDACS L-band Digital Aeronautical Communication

System
MAKE Mutual Authentication and Key Exchange
NM Nautical Miles
OCSP Online Certificate Status Protocol
OPR Oceanic, Polar and Remote
OSI Open Systems Interconnected
PKI Public Key Infrastructure
RFC Request for Comments
RL Reverse Link
SARPS Standards and Recommended Practises
SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research
SL Security Level
TLV tag-length-value
TMA Terminal Maneuvering Area
VA Validation Authority
VDLm2 VHF Data Link mode 2
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